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09/01/2017 - 09/30/2017

09/28/2017 21:12

Solution: 1. Improvements for functionality that occurs on the 10 minute mark. Some sites have reported occasional failures.

2. Improved logic for card processing. Some sites have reported issues with card processing post-midnight.

Date:Exe Version

5863Number:

6.41.0

09/27/2017 12:41

Solution: 1. Fixed an issue with multiple check transfer where the transfer may fail with a malfunction. A failed transfer example would be a
server transferring to themselves.

2. Improvements for calculating the number of authorizations/cards redeemed to prevent going over the limit of the number of cards
allowed to be applied to a check.

3. Some sites may report the occassional occurence where the cashier name on the bottom of a receipt is not correct cashier.

Date:Exe Version

5862Number:

6.40\5.40

09/27/2017 12:09

Solution: 1. Some sites may report the occassional occurence where the cashier name on the bottom of a receipt is not correct cashier.

2a. Added the ability in BOSETUP2.EXE to restrict specials by cost center.
2b. Added the ability to allow zero priced items to be included in flash categories, allowing guest check messages to be printed on a
wider variety of checks.
2c. Added the ability to restrict certain forms of payments based on requirements of certain items on the check.

3. Fixed an issue with multiple check transfer where the transfer may fail with a malfunction. A failed transfer example would be a
server transferring to themselves.

4. Improvements for calculating the number of authorizations/cards redeemed to prevent going over the limit of the number of cards
allowed to be applied to a check.

5. Added protection for SPCWIN.EXE to prevent Windows error reporting if a function fails withing SPCWIN.EXE.

Date:Exe Version

5861Number:

6.41.0

09/21/2017 17:25

Solution: New Option: Dupe if only routed to [this printer]
Setup > Hardware > Prep Printers > Locations and Types.

Date:Exe Version

5860Number:

BOSETUPW.EXE

09/21/2017 16:45

Solution: New: Setup > Payment > Forms of Payment > Flash Cotegory to Close Check.

Date:Exe Version

5857Number:

BOSETUPW.EXE

09/20/2017 11:40

Solution: Improvements for <GuestCheckCopies> in XML ordering. The number of copies was ignored.

Date:Exe Version

5856Number:

6.41.0
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09/19/2017 16:35

Solution: 1. Added the ability to supress the table alias keyboard for sites using only numeric table aliases.

2. Improved logic for 'Stay in Fast Order"

3. Improved Alpha lookup in club accounts.

4. Implements new option, Set Cost Centet from Table when Table Connected to Tent

5. Improvements for taxes and open dollar discounts and distributing those taxes and discounts to items.

6. Improved logic for fast order cancel. Some sites may encounter an issue with the View/Edit screen when using
the options "Fast Order Cancel if Sent or CC Coverts to Tab"

7. Implements new option, Shutdown.$$$ in current directory (as opposed to the root). For sites with operating systems that prevent
writing to the root of the system.

8. Improvements for EMV and credit card reprinting. When an EMV slip is reprinted that originally contained a signature, the reprint
of the slip will include a signature line. If no signature line was needed, no signature line will be printed on the reprint.

9. Improvements for recording cost center names in User Privileges screens.

10. New functionality: Users may now apply or remove service charges one or two via XML ordering.

Date:Exe Version

5855Number:

6.41.0

09/18/2017 10:19

Solution: Screen Designer for table management has been improved for design purposes. Resolution is now fixed in screen designer (at 800
x 600) for design purposes while terminals can choose from 12 various resolutions.

Date:Exe Version

5854Number:

SCRNDESIGN.EXE (Screen Designer)

09/15/2017 16:51

Solution: Fixed an issue with US Foods import when a credit transaction includes Allowances. The Allowance may be calculated twice.

Date:Exe Version

5853Number:

US Foods Import

09/13/2017 16:16

Solution: Improvements for the POSi Cloud registration.

Date:Exe Version

5852Number:

6.41.0

09/11/2017 13:06

Solution: New: Backoffice Setup > Rest Misc Data > More 1 > Shutdown.$$$ placed in current directory.
For sites with Windows privileges that prevent writing to the root of C:

Date:Exe Version

5851Number:

BOSETUPW.EXE
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